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TITLE:  W/R FACILITIES OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR   GRADE:  415 
 
TITLE ABBREVIATION:  W/R FAC OPER SUPVR EEO CODE:  2 CODE:  W6864  
 
FLSA CODE:  EX    REVIEWED DIR HUMAN RESOURCES:          DATE: 
                          
DIVISION: WATER RESOURCES  DEPARTMENT:  WATER/WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
 
SUPVR’S TITLE: W/R TRMNT FAC MGR  APPRVD CEO/GM:        DATE: 
 
 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSIBILITIES:  This class is responsible for supervising the operations of one or more  water or 
wastewater treatment plants.  Responsibilities include, but are not limited to, analyzing laboratory results; 
maintaining/preparing/ submitting records/reports; identifying needed supplies/materials and requisitioning them; 
locating/pricing/ordering necessary parts, equipment, and supplies; inspecting records/laboratory results and identifying 
necessary changes in chemical, biological, or mechanical plant processes/functions; maintaining inventory of parts/materials; 
reviewing computerized information for trends/problems/anomalies; driving/operating vehicles in performing work 
assignments/ responsibilities; supervising/scheduling shift personnel to insure operations coverage 24 hours; touring plant(s) 
and checking equipment/operations; programming logic control systems; serving as Operator in Responsible Charge (ORC).  
Operating under general supervision of the W/R Treatment Facilities Manager, leeway is allowed for the exercise of 
independent judgement in carrying out the details of the work.  On-call and extended hours required.  Performs related work 
as required. 
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 
 
 
1. Assures safety rules are enforced and no lost time accidents occur; 
 
2. Provides input into department/division objectives/long range plans; assures all goals are met in area of 

responsibility; provides input into annual work plans, programs, staffing requirements, equipment requirements, and 
related budgets, as appropriate; 

 
3. Assures the technical and/or professional expertise of employees; provides career development and training 

programs; assures employee participation in all required safety and training programs; encourages individual career 
development; 

 
4. Creates and maintains an atmosphere conducive to good employee/management relations; recognizes the rights of 

individual employees; addresses problems affecting employee/management relations; 
 
5. Assures the productivity and quality of work for all areas of responsibility; identifies/recognizes/analyzes problems; 

selects and implements sound/timely/effective solutions; promotes participation, cooperation, and teamwork; adjusts 
leadership style to individual, group, and/or situation needs; 

 
6. Responds to customer’s (internal and/or external) concerns/complaints in a professional/timely manner; 

communicates concerns/complaints to manager, when appropriate; maintains composure at all times; 
 
7. Interviews, selects, hires, promotes, demotes, transfers, and recommends termination of employment to 

management; reviews the performance of staff to encourage growth and development; provides on-going feedback 
with frequent contacts with employees; maintains 98%, or greater, attendance average; 

 
8. Recommends approval of travel/vacation/leaves of staff; 
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W/R FACILITY OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR:  continued 
 

 
9. Performs timely employee reviews in accordance with PWC policies/procedures; applies appraisal process 

accurately and impartially; corrects performance deviations;  subordinates, collectively, meet 98% of their standards;  
 
10. Prioritizes work, based upon project requirements, to ensure effective utilization of available resources; anticipates 

needs; provides accurate and timely reports in all areas of responsibility. 
 
 
EQUIPMENT OPERATED:  Computer, Water/Wastewater treatment equipment, communication, and other equipment, as 
required. 
 
 
FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES:  Thorough knowledge of safety rules/regulations/ 
procedures; thorough knowledge of applicable federal/state/local laws, ordinances/permitting requirements; thorough 
knowledge of instrumentation, operation, and calibration; good knowledge of chemical/biological principles pertinent to 
water/wastewater treatment plant operation; good knowledge of the mechanical/electrical/hydraulic principles applied at a 
water or wastewater plant; ability to review/interpret routine laboratory tests; ability to supervise/plan/schedule/prioritize 
work; ability to perform accurate mathematical computations and read/interpret schematics/drawings/blueprints; ability to 
communicate effectively orally and in writing; ability to develop and maintain effective working relationships with 
regulatory officials, contractors, the general public, and all levels of employees. 
 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:   (either) 
 
(A) Graduation from an accredited four (4) year university/college with a Bachelor’s degree in Chemistry, 

Environmental Science, or related field and a minimum of one (1) year of experience working in a water or 
wastewater treatment plant; OR 

 
(B) Graduation from an accredited two (2) year college or technical institute with degree/certification in chemistry, 

environmental science, or related field and a minimum of three (3) years of experience as defined in (A) above; 
OR 

 
(C) Graduation from high school or possession of a high school equivalency diploma and a minimum of five (5) years 

of experience as defined in (A) and (B) above; OR 
 
(D) An equivalent combination of education, training, and experience as defined in (A), (B) and (C) above. 
 
 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:  Must obtain/maintain Class A by the State of North Carolina for water treatment or Grade 
IV for wastewater treatment.  Must possess/maintain a valid North Carolina Driver’s License. 
 
 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:  Must be able to perform the essential functions of the position. 
 
 
SAFETY HAZARDS:  Hazards associated with Water/Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations. 
 
 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT:  As required in the Public Works Commission’s Safety Manual. 
 
 
EMPLOYER’S RIGHTS:  This job description is general and illustrative of the kind of duties required of this position.  It is not exhaustive and 
does not contain a detailed description of all the duties that may be assigned  to the incumbent  occupying this position. 
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